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QUESTION 1

A system administrator is installing and configuring a new Qlik Sense deployment. The system administrator completes
the following steps: Makes sure the IT-provisioned server, named Server1, meets the required specifications Installs
Qlik Sense on Server1 Tests the installation by opening Qlik Sense from the server desktop shortcut Modifies default
virtual proxy prefix to “qliksense” Creates a new virtual proxy for users with a prefix of “QSE” Links the new virtual
proxy to the central proxy Configures the new virtual proxy to load balance with the central node Configures the new
virtual proxy host white list with the server name, FQDN, and server IP address 

When the system administrator tests the new virtual proxy using the URL, http://Server1/sense/hub, this error message
displays: 

Error 404 The requested resource cannot be found 

What is causing this error? 

A. The new central proxy was NOT created 

B. The incorrect virtual proxy was used in the test 

C. The new virtual proxy is configured incorrectly 

D. The central proxy was NOT configured correctly 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://support.qlik.com/articles/000009039 

 

QUESTION 2

A Qlik Sense environment uses user-based license types. A user, who can typically create new apps in Personal Work,
can no longer create new apps. The personal Work area is NOT displayed for this user. 

How should the system administrator resolve this issue? 

A. In License Management, verify that Analyzer access rules applies to this user 

B. In License Management, verify that Professional access rules applies to this user 

C. In Users, look up the user and verify that this user is assigned the ContentAdmin role 

D. In Audit, select Audit license rules, and verify there are no rules for this user 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3
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Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator creates this security rule to deny Chris Rogers access to the Accounting stream: 

((user.name!="Chris Rogers")) 

After conducting an audit on the Accounting stream, the administrator notices that Chris Rogers can still 

access the Accounting stream. 

What is causing this issue? 

A. The resource filter fails to include App_* to deny access for Chris Rogers 

B. Another security rule is allowing Chris Rogers read access 

C. The security rule contains incorrect syntax for Chris Rogers 

D. The synchronization for Chris Rogers has NOT been completed 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A system administrator installs Qlik Sense Enterprise and is testing the product with a small team of 10 users. 

The users report that the page is NOT trusted on their machines and they receive a certificate warning message. When
the system administrator tries to validate this feedback on the server, the administrator does NOT see the same issue. 

The system administrator completes the following steps in the proxy configuration: Opens all necessary ports Checks in
MMC that there is a personal certificate on the server Creates a DNS entry for an easier URL Tries to connect with
various Internet browsers on different machines including mobile devices Adds the page to trusted sites in the Internet
configurations Installs OpenSSL in the environment 

Which steps should the system administrator take to resolve this issue? 
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A. 1. Generate a valid certificate for organizational needs using OpenSSL 

2. 

Add the certificate to the personal certificate store of the Qlik Sense Service User 

3. 

Add the thumbprint of the third-party certificate to the proxy configuration in the QMC 

B. 1. Acquire a third-party certificate from a trusted root certificate authority (CA) 

2. 

Add the certificate to the personal local computer certificate store 

3. 

Add the thumbprint of the third-party certificate to the proxy configuration in the QMC 

C. 1. Acquire a third-party certificate from a trusted root certificate authority (CA) 

2. 

Add the certificate to the personal certificate store of the Qlik Sense Service User 

3. 

Add the thumbprint of the third-party certificate to the proxy configuration in the QMC 

D. 1. Acquire a third-party certificate from a trusted root certificate authority (CA) including private key 

2. 

Add the certificate to the personal local computer certificate store 

3. 

Add the thumbprint of the third-party certificate to the proxy configuration in the QMC 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A system administrator needs to grant an auto login access pass for directory (ABC) users. Which configuration will
meet this requirement? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 
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